Gamma Rays Transmission Densitometry of Distillation Columns and Development of a Computerized Expert System for Faulty Analysis
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Abstract: Gamma rays transmission densitometry scanning of distillation columns is used to inspect non-invasively the internal structure and components distribution in columns. The transmission gamma counting patterns are thereafter interpreted into a diagnosis of possible malfunctions, breakdowns, or even anomalies of the column’s performance. This research is aimed to develop a computerized expert system to assist in interpretation and diagnosis. The developed system incorporates several modules, namely, Patterns Recognition Kernel, Updateable Patterns/Statuses Database, Graphical User Interface (GUI), and an Application Mode Module (User) to process input gamma scanner measurement patterns for diagnosis. The system can diagnose the statuses of single as well as multiple stages of the distillation column being inspected, and provide justification and confidence level indicators. A generic distillation column design was modeled and the gamma scanner counting patterns were simulated using the Monte Carlo radiation transport code MCNP. Monte Carlo simulated column scanner measurements were generated for a total of six virtual stage statuses testing and evaluation of the developed diagnosis system showed good levels of reliability, accuracy, flexibility, and a reasonably short processing time. Moreover, this system can be applied for other distillation column designs and fault analysis.
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1. Introduction

Radioisotope non destructive techniques (NDT) are very competitive and are largely applied for inspection, characterization, and troubleshooting complex industrial processes. The success of these applications is attributed to their unique ability to provide information which otherwise cannot be obtained by alternate techniques. One of the widely used radiological diagnosing tools of industrial processes such as distillation columns is the Transmission Gamma Ray Scanning (TGRS) [1]. In such measurements, Gamma Densitometry measurements are carried out along the column producing a counting pattern that can be compared, usually visually, to the same pattern of measurements for a normally operating column as outlined in Figure 1. TGRS reveals areas of internal breakdowns or abnormalities by outlining the differences and distortions in the obtained patterns which can be interpreted into a diagnosis of possible problems and breakdowns in the column’s internal structure. Thus, diagnosis of distillation columns can be made pursuant to the detection of possible mechanical damage of trays inside the unit, as well as, certain abnormalities in the column, such as flooding, blockages, weeping, etc.

The technique is based on the fundamental gamma ray transmission, represented by the well known relationship of gamma attenuation in matter:

\[ I = I_0 e^{-\mu \rho x} \]  

Where \( I \) is the intensity of a beam of uncollided gamma photons behind the object, \( I_0 \) is the initial intensity of the gamma-rays beam incident on an object or a target material, \( \mu \) is the mass attenuation coefficient of the target material, \( \rho \) is the density of the target, and \( x \) is the thickness of the object or the target (i.e. this would be the diameter of distillation column that the radiation is transmitted through it in the gamma-ray densitometry column scanning system) [12].

By analyzing the scanning results, a number of common malfunctions in trayed or packed columns can readily be determined, some of which are summarized in the following Table 1.

This research is meant to investigate the possibility and potential of automating the column’s diagnosis process through gamma scans using a computerized Pattern Recognition techniques. This study is meant to provide an important contribution in pertaining technical fields in terms of high quality, high speed, accurate, reliable, cheap, and intuitive automated diagnosis tool that is much needed in petrochemical industries.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

MCNP is a general-purpose Monte Carlo N-Particle code that can be used for neutron, photon, electron, or coupled neutron/photon/electron transport. Specific areas of application include, but are not limited to, radiation protection and dosimetry, radiation shielding, radiography, medical physics, nuclear criticality safety, Detector Design and analysis, nuclear oil well logging, Accelerator target design, Fission and fusion reactor design, decontamination and decommissioning. The code treats an arbitrary three-dimensional configuration of materials in geometric cells bounded by first- and second-degree surfaces and fourth-degree elliptical tori.

The first step of this study was to construct an MCNP model of a generic design of distillation column. Monte Carlo modeling was used to explore the potential and the feasibility of the concept. A total of six MCNP models were constructed in the present study, five of which represent selected abnormal statuses of a single stage of the generic distillation column design. The sixth model obviously represented the normal status of the stage. This set of models provides a sort of a database of patterns corresponding to the normal, as well as, to some virtual breakdown cases.

The second step was to establish a pattern recognition system to be used for analyzing input gamma scanner patterns and compare it to the set of reference data library or statuses database or Training Samples. This module would act in a fashion similar to an automated "Expert System", that will obtain a suggested diagnosis deduced from the pattern recognition process. As the computerized pattern recognition results are normally associated with inherent uncertainty, therefore, it is essential to provide a confidence level indicator. From the system analysis and software design efforts a selected algorithm pattern recognition program was developed in MATLAB and it was incorporated with a simple intuitive graphical user interface for the code [4].

The gamma scan can either be conducted across the tray deck or the downcomer. Our work of Monte Carlo Simulation for the generation of Training Samples data and Test Samples data are based on gamma scans across the downcomer in order to gain down comer profile in addition to a reasonably informative side view of the tray deck. The column scanning system is shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Category</th>
<th>Columns Malfunctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mechanical related Problems | • Displaced or damaged trays, demister pads and packing  
|                     | • Corrosion resulting in partial tray damage  
|                     | • Missing, collapsed or buckled trays or manways  
|                     | • Out-of-place liquid or vapour distributors  
|                     | • Level control problems on chimney trays or base liquid level  |
| Rate related problems | • Entrainment (slight, moderate, severe, jet flooding)  
|                      | • Weeping or dumping trays  
|                      | • Dry or flooded trays due to loading conditions  
|                      | • Unequal liquid levels on trays and in parting boxes, troughs and collectors  |
| Process related problems | • Foaming on trays or in reboilers, condensers and accumulators  
|                      | • Maldistribution of vapour and liquid in packing  
|                      | • Liquid hold-up due to plugging and fouling  
|                      | • Superheated or subcooled feed or reflux  |
The third step was to examine the developed system against some case studies of virtual stage anomalies, herefrom is to be called "Test Samples". The data was generated by Monte Carlo simulations similar to Training Samples data with a deliberately added relative distortion to test the system’s reliability and flexibility for diagnosis. Finally, the developed system components were refined and integrated under an intuitive Graphical User Interface "GUI", that was designed to include as much as possible visualization capabilities. Table 2 below summarizes the basic functions of the developed system along with the specific part of the system that would be responsible of executing those functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 System Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation of Training and Test Samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnose status for Test Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View results of diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check of diagnosis reasons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation of the system is based on some factors such as: reliability, speed, flexibility and accuracy of the system. Measurements of the references statuses in this work can be differed relatively by changing some factors such as: distribution and positions of the materials (liquid and vapor) inside column, and density of the materials. Test Cases will be produced to be similar to reference statuses but with some differences in measurements. The classification in the present system is carried out using the Pattern Matching concept. The concept is based on a mathematical model that calculates the absolute differences in scanner responses at each
respective scanning point between the reference status (represented by training samples stored in the database) and test pattern (representing test samples). Test pattern is classified into one of the reference statuses that is corresponding to the least total sum of those differences. On top of the system's functions described above, the developed system comprises a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that gives complete accessibility and control of the system by the user. GUI is implemented using MATLAB. It is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 The Graphical User Interface of the developed computerized diagnosis System.

To evaluate the reliability and accuracy of this system, Test Cases must be represents the cases that are probable in the practical conditions. In this system, if reference statuses are used as Test Cases, each case will be classified into the reference status that is identical from database. Measurements of the reference statuses in this work can be differed relatively by changing some factors such as: distribution and positions of the materials (liquid and vapor) inside column, and density of the materials. Test Cases are produced to be similar to reference statuses but with some differences in measurements. There are two methods to create different measurements for these reference statuses. First: if changing these factors include an entire stage. These test Cases are called Fluctuation Test Cases. Second: if changing these factors do not include an entire stage. It devotes on specific area in a stage. These Test Cases are called Shift Test Cases. Diagnosis evaluation is 3 levels: Accurate if test case is classified into its status, Wrong if test case of abnormal status is classified into another malfunction status, and Critical Wrong if test case of abnormal status is classified into Normal Stage Status [5,6]

Each reference Test Case is fluctuated with an increasing Percentage Deviation to test the efficiency and the performance of the system in predicting the diagnosis of perturbed test data. Those Test Cases will help determine the maximum deviations.

Figure 5 Diagnosis evaluation of Normal operating Stage with reference to percentage deviation

Percentage deviation corresponding to an accurate diagnosis of such perturbed cases. This test will illustrate our methodology of estimating the range of deviation of a Test Sample from a stored Training Sample of a certain reference status if an accurate diagnosis. This test was conducted for four different data sets for each status. Figure 5 summarizes the results of those tests with a focuses on the evaluation of the reliability and the accuracy of the system in light of the presented test results. Now the diagnosis to be Malfunctioning Stage is done like Collapsed Tray with Percentage Deviation from Reference of Collapsed Tray status. Diagnosis results for different conditions are shown in Figure 6.

% deviation = 1.7311 % deviation = 3.682
Similarly other malfunctions like high liquid level over holes, entrainment, weeping and clogged downcomer were also analyzed. Figure 7 below shows the Test Samples vs. Training Samples of the gamma scanner patterns as presented by the GUI of the developed system for the six stage statuses, namely: a. high liquid level over holes (at Weir Range), b. entrainment, c. weeping, and d. clogged downcomer.

Figure 6 Diagnosis evaluation of Malfunction operating Stage like collapsed tray with reference to percentage deviation

% Deviation = 6.3166  % Deviation = 7.0309

Figure 7 Representation of simulated Training Samples vs. Simulated Test Samples for (a) high liquid level over holes, (b) entrainment stage, (c) weeping stage, (d) clogged downcomer

Evaluation of the developed system showed that it has an acceptable level of reliability, accuracy, flexibility and a reasonably short processing time. Accuracy deduced in different test cases is more than 90%. Flexibility in diagnosing test samples that are not 100% compatible with training samples was also tested. In this context, test samples of measurements data at different incremental scanner positions per stage were given to the system for analysis and classification. The results of the flexibility evaluation showed a remarkable ability of the system to ignore the mismatched number of scanner positions (number of data points) between test samples and reference training samples. Evaluation of the speed performance of the system showed that the processing time consumed in diagnosing distillation column comprising 70 stages do not exceed some seconds [8,9,10].

Although this system has been applied for a specific design and dimensions of distillation column, it is believed that it can be extended for use for other distillation columns’ designs and dimensions. The only adaptation necessary is reentering the training samples to rebuild the reference cases database [11, 12].

It is found that there is a great lack of application of artificial intelligence technology, in particular, application of expert systems to diagnose distillation columns’ malfunctions [13] This would suggest a relative advantage of our system in support of applying it in more realistic situations in oil refining industry.

CONCLUSIONS

Gamma Ray Densitometry Column Scanning System generates measurements for diagnosis of distillation columns. This expert system incorporates several modules, namely, Pattern Recognition kernel, Database (Stored Training Samples of Diagnosis Statuses), and Graphical User Interface (GUI). Evaluation of the developed system showed that it has an acceptable level of reliability, accuracy, flexibility and a reasonably short processing time. Accuracy deduced in different test cases is more than 90%. Flexibility in diagnosing test samples that are not 100% compatible with training samples was also tested. Responding to lack of application of artificial intelligence technology, in particular, application of expert systems to diagnose distillation columns’ malfunctions. This would suggest a relative advantage of our system in support of applying it in more realistic situations in oil refining industry. It would be remarkable contribution if one can add the capability of controlling the system remotely via internet for example, so that eliminate the need for the operator to be present at the same location where the measurements took place.
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